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SUMMARY
,

Scope:

This routine, announced inspection was conducted in the various aspects of the
Security Program for Power Reactors, specifically: detection aids - protected
area; alarm stations and communications; testing and maintenance; malevolent

.

use of vehicle at nuclear power plants; and safeguards contingency plans.

Results:

In the areas inspected, three inspector follow-up. items were identified.
Observation and inspection results confirmed operational effectiveness of the
security program. Detection aids - protected area were found to be properly
installed and alarms were operational and capable of alarming in the event of
an attempted intrusion except at two zones which are discussed in :
paragraph 2.1.
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Alarm station and communications equipment were found to be installed in
accordance with the Physical Security Plan requirements. Alarm station ,

'

operators were observed and determined to be well trained and capable of
responding to a threat situation. The inspector did note that housekeeping
within the central alarm station was not conducive to good work practices and

,

the noise level was such that it could have prevented the alarm station l

operators from properly responding to an alarm. Followup to review long-term I

corrective action will be inspector follow-up item 96-07-01 (see paragraph i

2.1). The communications were effective and continuous communication could be i

maintained with on-duty officers and local law enforcement officers.
Additionally, the inspector noted that the licensee had established a Problem
Evaluation Report (PER) No: SQ960728PER for the loss of alarm capability
within a zone of detection. The licensee was in the process of evaluating the
anomaly in an attempt to determine why the alarm displayed as operative on
this computer but was inoperative. This event will be inspector follow-up
item 96-07-02 (see paragraph 2.1). The inspector noted that the post'

maintenance testing of the upgraded systems was very well documented and was
conducted to ensure that the newly installed security equipment was fully
functional prior to acceptance. Compensatory measures were being established

,

as necessary. The contingency plans were reviewed and found acceptable with
one exception which was the failure to clearly define in the procedures the
actions of the response officers during contingencies. This will be inspector

,

follow-up item 96-07-03 (see paragraph 2.4). The inspector verified that thei

licensee had installed an acceptable protection device for the lock and bolt
on the active barriers located outside the protected area. This item was
previously documented in NRC Inspection Report Nos. 50-327/96-03 and
50-328/96-03.
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